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Presentation Notes
Although states can gain access to the labor data they need to make informed decisions, colleges often cannot. Too often, they have inadequate information to determine which degrees from their colleges lead to high-wage jobs. Community colleges need more and better information on students’ post-graduation professional lives to understand how well their educational programs are equip- ping students to thrive professionally andachieve economic self-sufficiency.



The "Y" of LMI....
Labor Market 
Information (LMI) 
Reports
To help with learn, understand, and use this “new” 
information. 

The data can be used to: 

• Decide which college programs to offer and how many 
graduates a college should aim to produce to fill available 
jobs related to the program.

• Assess program effectiveness, signaling whether a 
college’s programs provide the necessary skills, both in 
terms of specific competencies and appropriate rigor, for 
students to succeed after they graduate.

• Help students make informed choices about which 
programs to enter, both by accelerating student decision-
making and thereby increase chances for graduation and 
by enhancing the likelihood they will choose a degree 
aligned to a well-paid, available job.

• Advocate for the college by using data on graduates’ 
employment outcomes to demonstrate to the state and 
others that investments in the college are worthwhile, 
and will go beyond broadening access to delivering 
graduates able to contribute to their families, 
communities, and states.
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Today we will be working towards and learning about the Demand and Supply relationship….  As you can see noted here.. With the Demand/ Supply curve. Remembering that the formula(S) are not that bad…..   OK, not really….. we are looking at the Gap analysis of the programs we have at ACC.  This is the first report but not the only that we can use to help make decisions… to keep moving ACC forward.. Keep growing student success… and to keep ACC and the Austin region on the front lines of a strong economy….Labor market data provide information that many stakeholders on college campuses—including the president, vice presidents, deans, department chairs, faculty, staff, and students—can use to understand and improve the link between what colleges offer and what happens to students after they graduate. Specifically, labor market data can be used to:Decide which college programs to offer and how many graduates a college should aim to produce to fill available jobs related to the program.Assess program effectiveness, signaling whether a college’s programs provide the necessary skills, both in terms of specific competencies and appropriate rigor, for students to succeed after they graduate.Help students make informed choices about which programs to enter, both by accelerating student decision-making and thereby increase chances for graduation and by enhancing the likelihood they will choose a degree aligned to a well-paid, available job.Advocate for the college by using data on graduates’ employment outcomes to demonstrate to the state and others that investments in the college are worthwhile, and will go beyond broadening access to delivering graduates able to contribute to their families, communities, and states.I want to share a short story about this journey we  are taking… It is like a marathon… a slow and steady… thoughtful, focused, and progressive process and pace… we are not trying to dash to the end… we are trying to make sure we can do more to support Student Success.



Skills “GAP”
The term "Skills Gap" is loosely used to broadly 
refer to the lack of adequate supply for the 
demand or other related "gaps" within LMI. 

However there is a nuance about the term. As 
part of our working with LMI data, we will be 
able to address all 3 of these "skills..… 
opportunities”, 

All 3 of them appear to be present within our 
data. Each can be answers (in part) with the 
data from LMI, but not just this one report.

The goal at ACC is to that:

"The Austin Community College District will be 
recognized as the preferred gateway to higher 
education and training, and as the catalyst for 
social equity, economic development, and 
personal enrichment."



Demand
Occupational demand table

1. SOCs – mapped to CIP

2. Occupations titles

3. Total jobs in the Austin MSA

4. Projected annual openings next 5 years

5. Projected “NEW” openings next 5 years

6. Retirement Index

7. Wage Pressure
o Median Hourly
o Wage premium

8. Automation Index

1 2 3

4 5

6

7

8
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The first page you see is reference of “demand”. This is the true essence of the driving force of the economy and what we do as educators and a system.Field 1 (SOC) – this is the Standard Occupational Classification issued by Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) and the Dept. of Labor (DOL) – There are 868 codes, that map to other important fields, primarily the CIP and NAICS. At summary, the SOC is the nexus between programs (awards) and Occupations.  Each occupation when evaluated has other important data points that we will cover more as we progress through this work. Field 2 (Description) “Occupation Title” – this is unique to this SOC – NOTE there are differences between the “technician(s)” and “technologists”, in general people and systems. The important information to know is that each SOC has underlying KSA’s which are defined by the “market” (businesses) and economy. As well there are related “entry level education”, “OTJ aka On The Job Training”, and of course “Salaries”.Field 3 (2018 Jobs) – this is the number of jobs in the Austin MSA area related to this SOC as reported to the BLS and CENSUS. Field 4 (Annual Openings) – this is the number of jobs in the Austin MSA area related to this SOC as reported to the BLS and derived from economic research and forecasting models.  This number includes “retirements, reassignments, replacements, and new jobs) this is the “TOTAL” of the jobs.Field 5 (Annual “New Jobs) – this is the number of NEW jobs in the Austin MSA area related to this SOC as reported to the BLS and derived from economic research and forecasting models.  This number is specific to “NEW” jobs that were never on the books before. Field 6 (“Retirement Exposure”)  - this data represents the percent of people at the age of 55 or older within the current occupation as reported. This data is pulled from CENSUS and Merged and calculated in the BLS. Field 7 (Wage Pressure) – this data shows how well the ACC market is paying to the national average.  This also shows the Median Hourly Earnings. The “Earnings Premium” – is a strong data point to show whether the Austin market is paying better or worse than other areas in the nation.  IF it is at 1.00 that means it is paying the same, if it is below, then that means it pays less.  Here we see that Credit Analysts are paying the highest dollars  of all the occupations listed, yet still slightly below the “national average”.Field 8 ( Automation Index) The automation index captures an occupation’s risk of being affected by automation using four measures: % of time spent on high-risk work % of time spent on low-risk work Number of high-risk jobs in compatible occupations…% of time spent on high-risk work% of time spent on low-risk workNumber of high-risk jobs in compatible occupationsOverall industry automation riskIn general, an occupation is broken into “tasks”, this is the number that represents a factor that “SOME” not “ALL”… Some tasks could be automated.  An example… Phlebotomy…. Some of the daily tasks (duties) of the occupation are being automated, such as spinning samples, intake processes, etc. However the actual “sticking” for the vein will most likely not.  IT is an important index to understand and to keep in the mix of data when making decisions.. SO … that was just the “Demand” side of the “Demand – Supply) curve and analysis…..  We will be providing a more in-depth training on each of these data fields that are integral to the work of LMI analysis and use AND I will be able to have more individualized meetings to help refine, update, and work with you through this. 



Special issues with 
data
As with all data, there has to be some that 
cause issues. 

The “Postsecondary Teachers” is just one 
such data point. As you can see the teacher 
types are broken out in different codes. 
However the data is restricted and not really 
“usable” in broad analysis so it is 
“summarized” 

The BLS data is highly suppressed at the 
metro level for these categories.

The data is available, and future goal is to 
determine if this can be brought into ACC’s 
dataset to support the refined analysis and 
work our students deserve.



Supply (completions)
1. SOC Code (occupation)

2. Occupation Title

3. Entry Level Education

4. Typical On the job training

5. Regional schools with completions

6. CIPs (all that map to occupation)

7. Annual openings (all mapped 
completions from all mapped CIPs)

8. Total Regional Completions

1

2 34

5

6 7 8
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Now that we finished the “demand” or market data, we can reach into the Supply Side of the equation.  The table you are looking at includes some data fields you have already heard, but also a series of new fields.  The area which we chose to analyze was the Austin MSA + what some might call “education buffer zone”. This is an area that we extended down to San Antonio and up to approximately Waco. The reason being, is that we know people, commute, move, and transit for work and education. We believe that this inclusion will help with refining the “GAP” or “Surplus” of the occupation.  The education buffer zone completions are shown on the report, but NOT included in the “Completions” figures. IT is a reference for the regional economic discussion. Field 1 SOC CODE – this is the Standard Occupational Classification issued by Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) and the Dept. of Labor (DOL) – There are 868 codes, that map to other important fields, primarily the CIP and NAICS. At summary, the SOC is the nexus between programs (awards) and Occupations.  Each occupation when evaluated has other important data points that we will cover more as we progress through this work. Field 2 (Description ) “Occupation Title” – this is unique to this SOC – NOTE there are differences between the “technician(s)” and “technologists”, in general people and systems. The important information to know is that each SOC has underlying KSA’s which are defined by the “market” (businesses) and economy. As well there are related “entry level education”, “OTJ aka On The Job Training”, and of course “Salaries”.Field 3 ENTRY LEVEL EDUCATION – this data is brought in from the SOC code and BLS data… this is the education desired and reported by the “market”. this is a data point that helps assess skills mismatch… “the market says you need a “Non Post-Secondary credentials.. (certificate)… and we either have programs at lower level OSA or higher Associate/Bachelors. Field 4 OTJ ON THE JOB TRAINING – this data is brought in from the SOC code and BLS data…  this is the data reported about OTJ training…Field 5 REGIONAL SCHOOLS WITH PROGRAMS AND GRADUATES – this is IPEDS reported data… the data alignment varies because of different CIP reporting in different institutions. Field 6 CIP CODES (PROGRAMS-AWARDS) – Classification of Instructional Programs (code) - Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP) provides a taxonomic scheme that supports the accurate tracking and reporting of fields of study and program completions activity. The CIPS are mapped to SOCS and additionally NAICS North American Industry Classification System codes… Field 7 TOTAL REGIONAL ANNUAL OPENINGS (all cips/occupations) – these are the openings that are related to the occupation. Field 8 TOTAL REGIONAL COMPLETIONS (all schools) – this is the sum of all completions from all related and mapped CIPs that support the reported Occupation…



Completions by 
Occupations
gap/surplus
1. SOC code

2. Occupation Title

3. ACC UG completions mapped to this 
Occupation via CIP

4. ACC CE completions mapped to this 
Occupation via CIP (FUTURE)

5. Regional completions (includes 
“economic buffer region)

6. Annual Openings

7. Demand figures… 
1. % of demand filled
2. # of positions filled

1

2

3 4 5 6
7
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Field 1 SOC CODE – this is the Standard Occupational Classification issued by Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) and the Dept. of Labor (DOL) – There are 868 codes, that map to other important fields, primarily the CIP and NAICS. At summary, the SOC is the nexus between programs (awards) and Occupations.  Each occupation when evaluated has other important data points that we will cover more as we progress through this work. Field 2 (Description ) “Occupation Title” – this is unique to this SOC – NOTE there are differences between the “technician(s)” and “technologists”, in general people and systems. The important information to know is that each SOC has underlying KSA’s which are defined by the “market” (businesses) and economy. As well there are related “entry level education”, “OTJ aka On The Job Training”, and of course “Salaries”.Field 3 Completions – This is divided into 2 sections, 1 is ACC Undergraduate count of credentials and 2 ACC Continuing Education count of completions. Field 4 – Total completions for the region (less educational buffer area)Field 5 – (Annual Openings) – this is the number of jobs in the Austin MSA area related to this SOC as reported to the BLS and derived from economic research and forecasting models.  This number includes “retirements, reassignments, replacements, and new jobs) this is the “TOTAL” of the jobs.Field 6 – Demand Filled – percent of positions for this occupation filled in the region…..  this is either a GAP or SURPLUS….Field 7 – Number of positions filled – percent of positions for this occupation filled in the region…..  this is either a GAP or SURPLUS….



Occupation
Career pathway (Perkins), 

Entry Ed, Experience, 
and OTJ

1. SOC code

2. Occupation Title

3. Career Pathway (Perkins)

4. Entry Level Education

5. Work Experience

6. OTJ On-The-Job training

1 2 3
4 5 6
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Field 1 SOC CODE – this is the Standard Occupational Classification issued by Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) and the Dept. of Labor (DOL) – There are 868 codes, that map to other important fields, primarily the CIP and NAICS. At summary, the SOC is the nexus between programs (awards) and Occupations.  Each occupation when evaluated has other important data points that we will cover more as we progress through this work. Field 2 (Description ) “Occupation Title” – this is unique to this SOC – NOTE there are differences between the “technician(s)” and “technologists”, in general people and systems. The important information to know is that each SOC has underlying KSA’s which are defined by the “market” (businesses) and economy. As well there are related “entry level education”, “OTJ aka On The Job Training”, and of course “Salaries”.Field 3 – Career Pathway –programs provide post-secondary education and training that is organized as a series of manageable steps leading to successively higher credentials and employment opportunities in growing occupations.Field 4 ENTRY LEVEL EDUCATION – this data is brought in from the SOC code and BLS data… this is the education desired and reported by the “market”. this is a data point that helps assess skills mismatch… “the market says you need a “Non Post-Secondary credentials.. (certificate)… and we either have programs at lower level OSA or higher Associate/Bachelors. Field 5 Work Experience – typical years of experience required for the occupation (entry level)Field 6 OTJ ON THE JOB TRAINING – this data is brought in from the SOC code and BLS data…  this is the data reported about OTJ training…



How can OIEA help you Help Student
I am here to help you, help students, help the college, HELP the community!! Ways I can do that…

• Meet to discuss and refine the report. 
• Meet and discuss relevant uses for these reports within work already being done. (Program Review, Program 

Development, Curriculum Review/ Development, Institutional Program Portfolio management). 
• Review and discus CIP/SOC matches as preparation 2020 required work, and to ensure we have the optimal 

alignment of our best data to make great decisions. 
• Support with ongoing training to help with both integrating and understanding and making the decisions 

that you need based on the data. 
• In collaboration with several teams, determine what 2nd LMI reports should include (or not include). 
• https://sites.google.com/austincc.edu/labor-market-info-report/labor-market-information-reports

• Report access
• Training slides and videos
• Research on specific LMI related matters
• Resources

• CIP SOC NAICS tables
• O*Net access
• BLS information

https://sites.google.com/austincc.edu/labor-market-info-report/labor-market-information-reports


Questions?

Daniel J Chupe-Ohanlon
512-223-7585
dohanlon@austincc.edu
OIEA HBC 603.5

mailto:dohanlon@austincc.edu
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